WOOD PLACEMENT PLAN

2
Know what’s below. Call before you dig.

MIDDLE BOISE CREEK
EVANS LARGE WOOD PLACEMENT

2018-06 Christi True, Director Capital Services Unit Stormwater Services Section Water and Land Resources Division Department of Natural Resources and Parks

SE 1/4 SEC. 25, TWN. 20, R. 6E, W.M.

NOTES:
1. PLACEMENT LOCATIONS OF LARGE WOOD ARE APPROXIMATE AND SHALL BE FIELD FIT BY ENGINEER AND SENIOR ECOLOGIST.

2. LOGS TO BE SECURED WITH BIO-DEGRADABLE ROPE TO EXISTING EMBEDDED LOGS AND/OR STANDING TREES AS DETERMINED IN THE FIELD BY SUPERVISING ENGINEER.
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TOWN PARKER

SCALE IN FEET

NOTES:
I:\2018-06_MiddleBoise_Evans_Restoration\DWG\18-06_WOOD.dwg, 7/3/2018 2:51:11 PM, kward